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Sensibly storing delicate tubular fabrics with the folding device
A good match: Folding device and special take down.

Mayer & Cie. offers upgrade kits for machines that have been in service at our customers already. 
Instead of buying a new machine, knitters can enhance their machines‘ strengths and bring them 
to a performance nearing that of a current machine.

Plaiting the fabric with the Mayer & Cie. folding 
device combined with our swing box is sensible 
for tubular fabrics made of delicate or elastomeric 
yarns. In combination with the special take down, 
it reliably prevents pressure. 

Your benefi ts

Available for

  S4 and D4 series 
        and all other machine types

Your Investment

  starts at EUR 1,375.00

  Clean, appealing storage of fabric.

 Optimum use of space.

 Gentle storage without creases and folds.

our performance for your profi t

Optimum plaiting for delicate 

tubular fabrics   

Swing box plaiting 
device
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Special take down for tubular fabrics without pressure marks 
and center crease
For best results combine the special take down with our plaiting device (see reverse).

Mayer & Cie. offers upgrade kits for machines that have been in service at our customers already. 
Instead of buying a new machine, knitters can enhance their machines‘ strengths and bring them 
to a performance nearing that of a current machine.

No more center crease in tubular fabrics with the Mayer & 
Cie. take down for delicate yarns. It consits of two elements. 
Firstly, there is the spreader keeping the tension constant 
over the entire tubular and guiding it smoothly, via rotating 
rolls, towards the take down rollers. Secondly, there are the 
take down rollers which feature positionable rubber rolls 
with rounded edges on the tubular‘s relief end. This prevents 
stiches from being pressed or bent in this area.

Your benefi ts

Available for

  all S4 and D4 series as well as Relanit 3.2 S type.

Your Investment

  EUR 2,990.00

  Tubular fabric without center crease and pressure             
        marks.

  Tubular fabric useable in its entire open width.

  No limitations in cutting and processing the fabric.

  Best results in combination with Mayer & Cie.             
        folding device.

Conventional take down = center crease

Special take down ≠ center crease!

IMPORTANT:*                       Winding up the fabric will undo the effect 
of the special take down.

our performance for your profi t
Special take down + folding device 

≠ center crease*

Special take down for 
elastomeric and delicate yarns


